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Giselle didn't know how long she lay near catatonic, willing the terrible headache to go away. She

sat up as one of the reptilian aliens entered. Giselle backed up and looked around realizing she was

alone in a gilded cage."What's going on?" She stammered."If you're wise you'll keep quiet. Pets

don't speak on this planet," the creature admonished.A pet? Giselle's eyes widened. She hadn't

misheard.Her cage was moved into a large tent. There were hundreds of aliens gathered for the

auction, and these creatures were the largest yet. Their flesh was red like some kind of demon

might be, with hair a uniform dark black. From what Giselle could see, their eyes were a stone-cold

obsidian hue. Giselle noticed the fearsome creatures had long tails that rose out from what looked

like chain mail kilts. Giselle shrunk back when she saw the creatures also had sharp fangs.How in

the hell could she get out of this, and if she did, how could she possibly survive on an alien

planet?Kagan beheld his pet. Nothing like her kind had ever set foot on Cadi. Kagan wondered

where in the universe her unique species hailed from.Giselle refused to behave and even enjoyed

his attempts to rebuke her, reveling in the rough handling a male usually refrained from with

females. Giselle was brave instead of meek, standing up for herself in a sea of foreigners.Kagan

had at first insisted that Giselle understand her place in Cadi society. But something more valuable

than precious metal or jewels would be lost if Giselle were forced into the role everyone thought she

belonged.Can Giselle find acceptance and love on an alien planet, or will she always be nothing

more than a warrior's pet?
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I love alien romance, and this one has some good things going for it. In this, we have an alien H

who doesn't look too human in appearance and a human h who's been abducted and then sold as a

slave/pet. That, along with some sex, some fun action, and multiple POV, made for a pretty

entertaining story.The h is a curvy Earth girl, a blue-eyed blonde who's a bit of an academic. She

might be a bit over the top, just too good, smart and ingenious, but I went with it, allowing that she's

a student of history, judo, war strategy, etc. All that study comes in handy, and she pretty much

saves the day. Ha! The alien H is red in skin color, black eyes and longish black hair, war scars and

black tattoos, and fangs and a tail. He's enamored of the h, finds her exotic and tempting, and she's

soon more than a pet to him. He's pretty sweet, for a big warrior, and together, they were sexy.I

thought the sex was good to read, spicy and fairly explicit in detail, almost some rough sex, which

the h likes and wants. She's sexual and not reserved like the Cadi females H is used to, and the

lust/romance is pretty instant for h/H, too. I guess there's also some exhibitionism, in an indirect

way, and some interesting use of H's tail! No menage in this. There's a small bit of spanking of the

pet, nothing hard, no abuse of her by the H. There is some physical abuse of h; she's also groped

and fondled roughly and sexually but no rape.The editing could be tighter and neater. It didn't make

the story unreadable for me but was noticeable and worth mentioning. Even with things I wanted to

edit or tweak, the story proved to be an easy, enjoyable read. Ends with setting up the next book,

about another couple.

I got this as a sample and couldn't wait to read the whole story. I ended up reading the whole thing

in a day, luckily I bought both books at the same time. It was great read, the way Gisselle refused to

give up her right to be... a person and not a thing. Her reasoning that no matter what they thought,

she rather die then let them break her spirit. She uses the only thing they couldn't strip of her, her

intelligence. Turning her masters world upside down and their hearts inside out.

Compared to a lot of books in this category, this was a pretty good story. It was riddled with bad

grammar, crazy punctuation, and typos which detracted from following the story.



Picked this up based on a GR Friend's review and that it was free. The friend's review was dead-on

that it is a good story with likable characters badly in need of editing. The misuse of words and

missing comments are prevalent enough to be distracting. In spite of the flaws, it was good enough

that I took a chance on book 2.

I was surprised by this book. I expected a strong Hero and a weak but sassy heroine. Instead we

get a strong warrior Hero Kagan and a smart and strong heroine named Giselle. I don't know that

any woman would be knowledgeable about military/historical type stuff- and the author could have

done a better job selling it. Maybe make Giselle a history teacher or the daughter of one- or

something. That might have made sense. Otherwise, the plot was pretty believable. I did like that

the hero was stronger than her in character, that is what made this work.

I was really surprised at how good this was. So good in fact that I need one of the secondary

characters to have a HEA as well. The only complaint is that the dialog at times seemed a bit

awkward and didn't flow. Also how can the heroine be menstruating one minute then they have sex

and there is no mention of this? These were some of the minor issues that did not detract from the

story in my view. I do wish the world building and explanation of technology was more detailed.

I loved this book, it was sexy and had a great plot. Taken as a pet Giselle doesn't let it get her down

but uses her intelligence and female wiles to make the best of her new life. This story isn't quite

romantic as passionate and dark. If you are looking for love and romance turn away but if you desire

hot steamy ownership this is for you. While there was plenty of sex it didn't the away from the story

but added to it. There could have been more background on the planet and culture but it was still a

great read. I can't wait for the next book. Hope you decide to read it and see for yourself. Thanks.

When my friend recommended this book, I was a bit leery. But I was pleasantly surprised. I powered

through the book. And am now ready too read the 2nd book. With some wine and cheese n

crackers I am going to read the next one.
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